END MILLS & SHELL MILLS WITH INTERLOCKING INSERTS
FOR SMOOTH AND RELIABLE OPERATION

- Overlapping “V-Notch” inserts that allow for smooth chip formation at high feed-rates
- The patented end-station fully supports the insert for reliable operation and unobstructed chip evacuation
- Tangentially mounted inserts with dovetailed seating for greater cutter reliability and insert stability
- End-station inserts with corner radii from .031” to .250” that fit the same cutter body, no cutter modifications needed
- High axial shear for smooth chip formation in both keen and landed insert geometries

NOTE: Promotion excludes integral shank end mills

DEAL A
PURCHASE 50 inserts
& RECEIVE a 2.000” dia. shell mill or end mill body for
$300! ($400 CAD)
PC 109A

DEAL B
PURCHASE 70 inserts
& RECEIVE a 2.500” diameter shell mill body for
$400! ($500 CAD)
PC 109B

DEAL C
PURCHASE 80 inserts
& RECEIVE a 3.000” diameter shell mill body for
$500! ($650 CAD)
PC 109C
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